HOTEL
RI STO RA NTE

Bel Sit

Between the light blue sky and the blue of the water…
a few suggestions to make the stay of your customers unforgettable.

Hotel Ristorante Bel Sit
Viale Borghi 28 - Comerio (VA)
info@hotelbelsit.it
+39.0332.744160
www.hotelbelsit.it

OUR STRENGTHS
Warm welcome, great service and quality
Overlooking the lake of Varese, the Hotel Ristorante Bel Sit is a four stars structure located in Comerio, a few km from the centre of Varese,
10 min. from the Lake Maggiore and 30 min. from Switzerland.
The good location made possible to offer hospitality to many tourist groups visiting our beautiful land and to consolidate an excellent working
relationship with the sports world, in particular with rowing clubs, becoming a reference point in the area.
Since 2009 the new property together with the collaboration of a professional team, offers excellent hospitality, fine cuisine and great quality.

OUR SERVICES
Hotel Service
Property has 31 rooms (3 single rooms, 2 single rooms with french bed, 20 double rooms, 4 triple rooms, 1 Junior Suite and 1 Suite).
All rooms are equipped with:
- Air conditioning
- Minibar
- Number lock safe
- digital Tv with DVD-VHS player and SKY TV
- Wi-fi connection
- Bathrooms with Shower or Bathtub
More than half of the rooms is overlooking
the lake of Varese, the remaining rooms are
on the back in a more quiet and peaceful position.

Property also offers:
- Reception 24h
- Fitness and sauna area
- Outdoor swimming pool
- Internet point
- Private parking
- Bar
Check-in from 15:00 – Check-out
within 10:00 (unless previous agreement)

OUR SERVICES
Restaurant service
Property has:
- 1 restaurant room with lake view that seats up to 90 people;
- 1 ceremony hall with direct access to the garden with pool that seats up to 250 people, ideal for the organization of events with music, receptions,
ceremonies with few participants or corporate events.

The Restaurant offers typical dishes and high quality Italian cuisine, creatively interpreted
by our Chef by using the freshest and first choice ingredients.
The ability to create custom menus is the strength of a team who love to cuddles and satisfies
customers.
We offer Half Board or Full Board treatment and lunch/dinner for passing groups.
The buffet breakfast in available from 7:00 to 10:00 in the morning and the restaurant is open
from 12:30 to 14:30 (on request) and from 19:30 to 22:30 (unless otherwise agreed)

IDEAS FOR LIVING

Between water and land, the most beautiful landscapes of the province of Lakes!
2 DAYS PROGRAM: Cruise of Lake Varese – Villa della Porta Bozzolo – Isole Borromee – Sasso del Ferro

TOUR
Between sacred and profane, the most fascinating sites of the province
2 DAYS PROGRAM: S. Caterina del Sasso - Rocca di Angera - Sacromonte - Varese city

TOUR
Ancient villages, gardens, monasteries and castles. The charme of discovery !
2 DAYS PROGRAM: Borgo di Varese – Villa and collection Panza – City Parks – Castelseprio – Castiglione Olona

TOUR
The “Petit tour of the lake” as in the period “Belle Epoque”
3 DAYS PROGRAM: Como – Cruise of Lake Varese - Villa della Porta Bozzolo – Isole Borromee

TOUR

Between water and land, the most beautiful landscapes of the province

1° DAY

TOUR

MORNING - CRUISE ON THE LAKE OF VARESE

AFTERNOON - VILLA DELLA PORTA BOZZOLO

A natural oasis of great beauty that offers a truly unique landscapes,
including the view of Monte Rosa massif. Surrounded by small villages of the Middle Age, rich in history and full of charm, the Lake of
Varese is ideal for a walk in the peace of the green.

Villa della Porta Bozzolo is a spectacular country house of 1700,
surrounded by a park made of boulevards, terraces, statues and
surprising woodland scenes.

The Ancient Monastery of Voltorre, the stone glaciers, the picturesque fishermen’s houses give you the pleasure to enjoy a place
where time seems to stand still.
A salient stop of the cruise will be the Isolino Virginia, one of the
most important prehistoric sites in Europe, and for this Unesco heritage. The small Island was the cradle of human civilization and its
shores guard numerous archeological findings dating back to pre
historical times. The island is reachable only by boat and it is a real
paradise, far from noise and city chaos.

The interior is completely furnished and painted, fake architecture,
open skies in a room, nature that enters and colors every corner.
A constant surprise, a real dive in the ‘700 and in its customs and
traditions.
For information on schedules and tickets it is possible to consult the
website of the Villa.

Between water and land, the most beautiful landscapes of the province

2° DAY

TOUR

MORNING - ISOLE BORROMEE

AFTERNOON - LAVENO AND SASSO DEL FERRO

The Borromean islands are precious pearls guarded between the
waters of the Lake Maggiore.
The Isola Bella is a flowered garden with the shape of a vessel,
enhanced by the beautiful Borromeo Palace and countless art treasures. The Isola Madre is a botanical paradise with rare species from all
around the world and finally the Isola dei Pescatori is the most characteristic with the typical fishermen’s houses, narrow alleys, the
typical restaurants and the colorful stalls.

After returning from cruise of the Lake Maggiore, is recommended a
visit to Laveno, a pretty town overlooking the Lake Maggiore.

The Borromean ilands are easily reached by boat from Laveno.
For the service and timetable of the boat from laveno to the Ilands is
possible to check the website of the Navigation of Lake Maggiore.
For information on schedules and tickets it is possible to consult the
website of the Islands.

The lakeside promenade is populated by bars and shops, while the
old town is characterized by elegant and stately homes and from
ancient houses and narrow alleys. Once famous for its pottery,
Laveno offers today the possibility of water sports like sailing and
paragliding and is also famous for is cableway that leads to the top
of Mountain Sasso del Ferro and that allows you to enjoy an incredible panoramic view over the Lake Maggiore.
For information on schedules and tickets for the cableway it is possible to consult the website of the Cableways of the Lake Maggiore.

Between sacred and profane, the most fascinating sites of the province

1° DAY

TOUR

MORNING - SANTA CATERINA DEL SASSO HERMITAGE

AFTERNOON - THE ANGERA CASTLE

The hermitage of Santa Caterina del Sasso is a show of magnificent
beauty, nestled between the rock and the water, represents the
essence and the religious heart of Verbano.

The Angera fortress powerful and majestic dominates from the top of
a hill a bay of great beauty and holds the arcane secrets of this land
between sky and water.

An ancient structure where church and monastery, courtyards and
porches offer unique views and lots of jewelry art: architecture,
painting and nature come together in a harmony of rare and precious
forms.

Represent the brave and intrepid soul of the lake people, of the
powerful families that dominated these territories.
Its frescoes tell of heroic deeds, its towers bring to the strong medieval atmosphere. Also the town of Angera offers to the visitors a
beautiful lakefront, populated by elegant mansions and a historical
center, made up of narrow and characteristic streets, the ancient
heart of the medieval city.
For information on schedules and tickets for the Rocca di Angera it is
possible to consult the website of the Rocca di Angera.

Between sacred and profane, the most fascinating sites of the province

2° DAY

TOUR

MORNING - VARESE SACRO MONTE

AFTERNOON - CITY OF VARESE

The Sacro Monte is a rare and precious gem set in a green scenery, a
path of faith marked by 14 chapels representing the mysteries of the
Rosary. It is an open-air theatre where spirituality communicates
through art by an ancient language, able to draw men closer to God.

The city of Varese, lively and sparkling, shows the signs of a glorious
past, an ancient market place, populated by churches and shops, it
offers to the visitor the surprise and wonder of spaces that open
unexpected among the narrow, medieval streets of the village.
Majestic palaces, incredibly beautiful parks, courtyards and monasteries, art treasures jealously hidden Inside unsuspected buildings.

A climb to the top, a sanctuary and a small village, the magic of a
landscape where time seems to stand still.
Sacro monte of Varese is Unesco Heritage.

Is also recommended a visit to the civic museums of Villa Mirabello,
where you can admire the beautiful painting that comes to life “Lo
Spettacolo del Risorgimento”. A picture that come to alive to tell one
of the most epic adventure of Risorgimento, a real and detailed
chronicle of the event that allows us to see the story from a timewindow. Lights, sounds, words.. the river flowing and the weather
changing, the great cinema is on the canvas!

Ancient villages, gardens, monasteries and castles. The charme of discovery !

1° DAY

TOUR

MORNING - VARESE VILLAGE

AFTERNOON - VILLA AND PANZA COLLECTION

The city of Varese, lively and sparkling, shows the signs of a glorious
past, an ancient market place, populated by churches and shops, it
offers to the visitor the surprise and wonder of spaces that open
unexpected among the narrow, medieval streets of the village.
Majestic palaces, incredibly beautiful parks, courtyards and monasteries, art treasures jealously hidden Inside unsuspected buildings.

Villa and Collezione Panza – FAI is a magnificent dwelling of ‘700,
placed on a hill overlooking the city of Varese and surrounded by an
enchanting park. The elegant rooms are filled with precious nineteenth century furnishings and world-renowned artworks of contemporary art, collected by Giuseppe Panza of Biumo and donated together
with the Villa to the FAI – Fondo Ambiente Italiano.

It is also recommended a visit to the fabulous city parks.
Villa Recalcati Park is a green jewel in the center of the city, the Villa
was built in 1700 and transformed at the end of ‘800 in a luxury
hotel Belle Epoque style, the Grand Hotel Excelsior.
Villa Mylius Park, a sublime example of landscaped garden, apparently free in the forms which houses species of rare and ancient plants.

A unique context, able to engage the visitor through a sophisticated
play of harmonies and surprising sensory experiences.
For information on schedules and tickets for the Villa and Collezione
Panza it is possible to consult the website of the Villa.

Ancient villages, gardens, monasteries and castles. The charme of discovery !

2° DAY

TOUR

MORNING - CASTELSEPRIO

AFTERNOON - CASTIGLIONE OLONA

Castelseprio and Santa Maria foris portas plunged in the green of a
secular wood they witness the pomp and power of Ancient Civilizations, a countryside with extended border and from the past so
glorious that for years was considered a legend.

Castiglione Olona, “a Tuscany island in Lombardy”, an art jewel, a
surprise for the past visitor as also for the visitor of today.
Its noble past makes it a cultural bulwark in the green valley of the
Olona. The elegant buildings tell of gracious living atmospheres
through the delicacy of the Tuscan colors and the sweetness of the
faces of Masolino da Panicale. The languages of the great artists are
interwoven to create a unique work of inestimable value.

The silence of nature leaves the word to the numerous archaeological remains that recount the bigness of the Castrum: castle towers,
defensive walls, ancient basilicas, remains of military buildings and a
cycle of frescoes drawn from the apocryphal gospels that arouses
the curiosity of scholars from around the world.

For information on schedules and tickets for the Collegiata of Castiglione Olona it is possible to consult the website of the Collegiata.

The “Petit tour of the lake” as in the period “Belle Epoque”

TOUR

WHOLE DAY - CITY OF COMO
Como is a city rich in charm and history. It’s still surrounded by medieval
walls and has ancient origins.
Its historic centre is situated directly on the lakefront around the Piazza
del Duomo, one of the most majestic Cathedral of the northern Italy
and still has the traits of the original Roman Fort.
Narrow streets, ancient and characteristic palaces as well as beautiful
churches like those of S. Abbondio and S. Fedele, make the village a real
treasure. A living city, not only for the many monuments, but also for
the many shops, restaurants and bars, known worldwide as the Capital
of the Lombardy of the Lakes.

1° DAY

The “Petit tour of the lake” as in the period “Belle Epoque”

2° DAY

TOUR

MORNING - CRUISE ON THE LAKE OF VARESE

AFTERNOON - VILLA DELLA PORTA BOZZOLO

A natural oasis of great beauty that offers a truly unique landscapes,
including the view of Monte Rosa massif. Surrounded by small villages of the Middle Age, rich in history and full of charm, the Lake of
Varese is ideal for a walk in the peace of the green.

Villa della Porta Bozzolo is a spectacular country house of 1700,
surrounded by a park made of boulevards, terraces, statues and
surprising woodland scenes.

The Ancient Monastery of Voltorre, the stone glaciers, the picturesque fishermen’s houses give you the pleasure to enjoy a place
where time seems to stand still.
A salient stop of the cruise will be the Isolino Virginia, one of the
most important prehistoric sites in Europe, and for this Unesco heritage. The small Island was the cradle of human civilization and its
shores guard numerous archeological findings dating back to pre
historical times. The island is reachable only by boat and it is a real
paradise, far from noise and city chaos.

The interior is completely furnished and painted, fake architecture,
open skies in a room, nature that enters and colors every corner.
A constant surprise, a real dive in the ‘700 and in its customs and
traditions.
For information on schedules and tickets it is possible to consult the
website of the Villa.

The “Petit tour of the lake” as in the period “Belle Epoque”

3° DAY

TOUR

MORNING - ISOLE BORROMEE

AFTERNOON - LAVENO AND SASSO DEL FERRO

The Borromean islands are precious pearls guarded between the
waters of the Lake Maggiore.
The Isola Bella is a flowered garden with the shape of a vessel,
enhanced by the beautiful Borromeo Palace and countless art treasures. The Isola Madre is a botanical paradise with rare species from all
around the world and finally the Isola dei Pescatori is the most characteristic with the typical fishermen’s houses, narrow alleys, the
typical restaurants and the colorful stalls.

After returning from cruise of the Lake Maggiore, is recommended a
visit to Laveno, a pretty town overlooking the Lake Maggiore.

The Borromean islands are easily reached by boat from Laveno.
For the service and timetable of the boat from laveno to the Ilands is
possible to check the website of the Navigation of Lake Maggiore.
For information on schedules and tickets it is possible to consult the
website of the Islands.

The lakeside promenade is populated by bars and shops, while the
old town is characterized by elegant and stately homes and from
ancient houses and narrow alleys. Once famous for its pottery,
Laveno offers today the possibility of water sports like sailing and
paragliding and is also famous for is cableway that leads to the top
of Mountain Sasso del Ferro and that allows you to enjoy an incredible panoramic view over the Lake Maggiore.
For information on schedules and tickets for the cableway it is possible to consult the website of the Cableways of the Lake Maggiore.

HOTEL
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Bel Sit

Visit our website and discover how to make special the stay of your clients!
www.hotelbelsit.it

